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bstract

The effect of current-collector structure on the performance of a passive micro direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) is reported. The system consists
ainly of a membrane electrode assembly, two current-collectors, two gaskets and two end-plates. It does not include any pump and the delivery

f fuel and air is realized completely by natural convection and diffusion, which significantly decreases the complexity and lowers the cost of the

icro DMFC. The performance of the micro DMFC with different current-collectors is tested and compared. The results indicate that the exposure

atio of the anode current-collector should be higher than that of the cathode counterpart to ensure good fuel delivery at the anode and to minimize
he contact resistance at the cathode.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The world-wide proliferation of portable electronic devices
including laptop computers, personal data assistants, mobile

hones and other power hungry products – has created a large
nd growing demand for energy sources that are compact,
ightweight and powerful. Existing rechargeable battery tech-
ology, which has greatly matured, simply does not meet the
eeds of users. The gap is expected to widen in the next few
ears as devices become more powerful and more sophisticated.
his scenario presents an enormous opportunity for new power

echnologies and products.
To address the growing demand for compact energy sources,

any types of alternative power generators are being developed.
enerally, they can be grouped into four categories, namely,
ockets [1,2], indirect energy conversion devices [3,4], direct
nergy conversion devices [5,6], and fuel cells [7,8]. It should
e noted that the first three categories of micro power generators,
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resistance; Exposure ratio

ll include a micro combustion chamber, and the system should
ork under high temperature, which places high demands on

he properties of the component materials. The direct methanol
uel cell (DMFC) can work at close to room temperature, has
much high energy-conversion efficiency and its construction

s simple. Thereby, it is a good candidate for use in commer-
ial electronics and micro devices. Having a theoretical energy
ensity of about 6080 Wh kg−1, methanol stores about 10 times
ore energy than the best lithium-ion batteries. This advantage

ranslates into longer usage time between replacement of fuel
artridges and also more energy available to support consumer
emand. Another significant advantage of the DMFC over the
echargeable battery is its potential for instantaneous refuelling.
nlike rechargeable batteries that require hours for recharging,
DMFC can have its fuel replaced in minutes. Furthermore,

he by-products of a micro DMFC, namely, carbon dioxide
nd water, are ecologically benign. These significant advan-
ages make DMFC a promising power source for the portable
lectronic devices market.

To improve the performance of DMFCs, significant efforts

re being made to develop new membranes [9–12], to optimize
he flow-field [13–15], and to improve the chemical kinetics of
lectrodes [16–18]. There are a few reports of studies on pro-
otype micro passive-feeding DMFCs [19,20]. Relatively, few
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apers have discussed that the structure of the current-collector
hould be different for the anode and the cathode. In this paper, a
assive prototype DMFC is introduced, and the effect of current-
ollector structure both at the anode and the cathode on the
erformance of DFMC is compared.

. Design of micro direct methanol fuel cell

A prototype micro DMFC was assembled, see Fig. 1. The
ystem is mainly composed of two end-plates, two current-
ollectors, two gaskets, and one membrane electrode assemblies
MEA). A fuel chamber was cut in the anode end-plate. The
ystem, which used liquid methanol without a reformer, could
e operated at ambient conditions, which significantly reduced
he thermal management challenges for small systems. The sys-
em did not have any pump, and the delivery of fuel and air
as realized completely by natural convection. This set-up sim-
lifies the structure and significantly decreases the cost of the
icro DMFC. Liquid methanol is to a great extent easier to

tore and transport without auxiliary devices for intermediate
uel processing that are required by hydrogen–oxygen fuel cells.

The membrane electrode assembly is an important compo-
ent of the micro DMFC. It is usually composed of five layers,
amely, a gas diffusion layer (GDL), a catalyst layer (CL), a
roton-exchange membrane (PEM), a second CL, and a second
DL. Between the GDL and the PEM, there is a layer of catalyst
articles. These catalyst particles can either be supported on car-
on or unsupported. The catalyst on the anode of the DMFC is
sually binary platinum/ruthenium metal and that on the cathode
s platinum. This is the layer where the electrochemical reac-
ions take place and is about 10 �m thick. The PEM is covered
ith the catalyst layer and then squeezed between two porous,

lectrically conductive GDLs. The DGL is typically made from
arbon cloths or carbon-fiber paper and often a hydrophobic
gent such as polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE); it has a porosity of

.3–0.8 and thickness of 100 �m. The GDL serves three func-
ions: (i) it provides a porous path which ensures good reactant
ccess to all parts of the electro-catalytic layer; (ii) it provides
ood electrical contact for the transport of electrons to and from

Fig. 1. A prototype micro DMFC (overall size: 5 cm × 5 cm × 1.6 cm).
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Fig. 2. Dimensions of current-collector with parallel flow-field.

he current-collector plate to the reaction site; (iii) acts as the
lectrode of the fuel cell.

In our micro DMFC, the most common NafionTM membrane
N-117) made by Dupont is employed as the PEM and has a
hickness of 178 �m. The unsupported catalyst loading on the
node side is 4.0 mg cm−2 of Pt/Ru (proportion 1:1), while the
atalyst loading on the cathode side is 2.0 mg cm−2 of Pt. The
EA has an active area of 5.0 cm2.
Stainless steel (s316) is employed as the current-collector

nstead of traditional silicon or graphite in our micro DMFC.
his is because stainless steel has much better conductivity and
echanical properties, which are very important for the minia-

urization of fuel cells, and can also reduce electrical resistance.
wo current-collectors, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, with different
ow-fields are designed for the purpose of comparison. The first
esign has parallel channels (the exposure ratio is 58%) while the
econd has an array of holes that serves as passages for fuel and
xidant (the exposure ratio is 36.8%). The first design is expected
o improve the flow of fuel in the anode and decrease water
ooding in the cathode, while the second design is expected to
ecrease the contact resistance between the MEA and the col-

ectors due to both the lower exposure ratio and the more rigid
tructure. Two gaskets made of rubber, each with a thickness of
.5 mm, are employed to prevent any leakage of methanol from
he fuel reservoir.

ig. 3. Dimensions of current-collector with perforated flow-field (pore size:
mm).
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ig. 4. Performance of micro DMFC with different current-collectors (methanol
oncentration: 3 wt.%).

Transparent acrylate is used to fabricate the end-plate so
hat the formation of CO2 bubbles at the anode and water
ooding at the cathode can be observed. A reservoir of about
.5 cm3 is built into the anode end-plate to allow direct contact
etween the anode and the methanol fuel. A window is cut in
he cathode end-plate to expose the cathode to the surrounding
ir. Methanol diffuses into the catalyst layer from the built-in
eservoir, while oxygen from the surrounding air diffuses into
he cathode catalyst layer through the opening in the cathode
xture.

. Results and discussion

The performance of the micro DMFC under different oper-
ting parameters is measured by a simple set-up. The cell is
onnected to a variable resistor (load) to draw current. An amme-
er is connected in series to the circuit to measure the current
rawn and a voltmeter is connected in parallel to the resistor to
easure the operating voltage. The current and voltage readings
roduced by the DMFC for different resistors value ranging from
.1 to 1000 � were recorded. For each set of readings taken, a
aiting period of more than 60 s was used to obtain stable volt-

ge and current readings. The operating temperature of the micro

a
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b
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Fig. 5. Photographs of anode CO2 gas blocking (left) and c
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MFC was measured by a K-type thermocouple used together
ith an Agilent® Data Acquisition/switch unit.
Prior to experimental testing, the MEA was pre-treated by

lling the fuel reservoir with 3 wt.% methanol solution and
llowing the cell to stand for 5 h. Such pre-treatment allowed
he MEA to be completely hydrated to improve the proton con-
uctivities of both the PEM and the electrode. All experiments
ere conducted under ambient conditions (21 ◦C, 1 atm). In the

ollowing sections, the performance of the micro DMFC under
ifferent parameters is reported.

.1. Performance of micro DMFCs with different
urrent-collectors

The performance of the micro DMFC with following designs
f current-collector combinations is measured.

(i) Both the anode and the cathode are current-collectors with
parallel flow-fields (parallel collector).

(ii) Both the anode and the cathode are current-collectors with
perforated flow-fields (perforated collector).

iii) The anode current-collector has parallel flow-field, while
the cathode current collector has perforated flow-field
(mixed collector).

ll the other conditions are the same.
For each cell, the performance with different methanol con-

entrations is tested. The results for a 3 wt.% methanol solution
re shown in Fig. 4. The cell with a parallel collector performs
uch better than that with a perforated collector. This can be

ue to the fact that the exposure ratio of the perforated collec-
or is much lower than that of the parallel collector, and thereby
ecreases the delivery of fuel/oxidant. Furthermore, because the
erforated collector is poor at removing the carbon dioxide pro-
uced at the anode and the water produced at the cathode, this
locks the access of fuel and air to the active sites and thus
egrades system performance. On the other hand, the parallel
ollector allows easy removal of carbon dioxide gas from the

node and easy flow of water down the cathode along the flow-
eld channels. Hence, the cell with a parallel collector exhibits
etter performance. This effect can be observed from the pho-
ographs taken by a digital camera (see Figs. 5 and 6).

athode water flooding (right) at perforated collectors.
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Fig. 6. Photographs showing anode CO2 gas formation (

Contrary to intuition where the mixed collector should have
ntermediate performance, the mixed collector cell shows the
est performance among the three different combinations. This
an be explained by the fact that porous media in MEA is more
avorable for the delivery of gas oxygen than that of liquid
ethanol. Furthermore, cathode kinetics is faster than that of

he anode, thereby, even if some of the cathode pores is being
locked due to the flooding of water, the supply of air to the
athode is still sufficient for the cathode kinetics to keep up with
node kinetics. Since the perforated current collector, due to its
igid structure, has a better contact with the MEA and reduces
ontact resistant, its performance is hence better than the parallel
ollector cell. Similar trends are observed for higher methanol
oncentration solution (see Fig. 7).

From the above results, it is evident that further studies on the
esign of the cathode and the anode current collectors have to be
one to optimize the performance of the DMFC. Particularly, the

ocus of the research on the design of the anode current collector
hould be on improving fuel delivery and CO2 removal while
hat of the cathode current collector should be on decreasing
hmic resistance.

ig. 7. Performance of micro DMFCs with different current-collectors
methanol concentration: 6 wt.%).
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nd cathode water formation (right) at parallel collectors.

.2. Performance of the micro DMFC under different
ethanol concentration

The experiments were conducted for different methanol con-
entration of 3, 6 and 9 wt.%. The current-collector at the
node has a parallel flow-field, while the current-collector at the
athode has a perforated flow-field, since this kind of current
ollector-combination produces the best performance, as shown
bove. The polarization curves obtained for different methanol
oncentrations are given in Fig. 8. Under ambient conditions,
he maximum power output of the micro DMFC is 56, 65 and
2 mW when the concentration of the methanol solution is 3,
and 9 wt.%, respectively. These data correspond to an output

ower density of 11.2, 13 and 10.4 mW cm−2.
From Fig. 8, it is observed that the micro DMFC performs bet-

er when the concentration of methanol fuel is increased from
to 6 wt.%. This is attributed to the fact that an increase in
ethanol concentration improves reaction kinetics at the anode

nd enhances mass transport from the fuel reservoir to the anode

atalyst layer. The increase in performance can also be partly
ue to an increase in the methanol crossover rate at the higher
ethanol concentration of 6 wt.%. The increase in this rate

ncreases the amount of permeated methanol and thus raises

ig. 8. Performance of micro DMFCs with different methanol concentrations.
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he cell temperature since the permeated methanol undergoes
xothermic oxidation at the cathode. This rise in temperature
n turn improves the reaction kinetics at both the anode and
he cathode and consequently enhances the performance of the
ell.

When the concentration of methanol fuel is further increased
rom 6 to 9 wt.%, the performance of the micro DMFC decreases.
his is because the permeated methanol undergoes oxidation
imultaneously with oxygen reduction at the cathode. This gen-
rates a mixed potential at the cathode which lowers the potential
nd thereby the cell performance. In addition, methanol oxida-
ion at the cathode poisons the Pt catalyst which also contributes
o the reduction in cell performance. With increase in methanol
oncentration, this second effect will be more dominant. It is
xpected that the performance of the cell will be best at an opti-
um fuel concentration which results from a balance of the two

ffects.

.3. Performance of micro DMFC at different operating
emperatures

Experiments were conducted at 21, 31 and 41 ◦C, respec-
ively. The same fuel cell as mentioned above was employed for
esting. 3 wt.% methanol was used as the fuel, and the resulting
olarization curve is presented in Fig. 9. The system is able to
eliver 92.5 mW of electrical power at 41 ◦C. This corresponds
o a voltage of 0.22 V and a current of 370 mA.

Consistent with the discussion for methanol concentration,
he data in Fig. 9 demonstrate that an increase in temperature
nhances the performance of the DMFC. This can be attributed
o improved electrokinetics at both the anode and the cath-
de at the higher temperature. At the same time, an increase
n operating temperature can also improve natural convection
ue to a higher temperature difference between the MEA and

he fuel/environmental gas. It must also be noted, however, that
oo high temperature will shorten the working life of the fuel
ell, and will decrease the efficiency of the micro DMFC due to
igher methanol crossover.

ig. 9. Performance of micro DMFCs at different operating temperatures
methanol concentration: 3 wt.%).
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. Conclusions

A prototype micro DMFC with an active area of 5 cm2 has
een developed. The system does not have any pump, and the
elivery of fuel and air is realized completely by natural con-
ection/diffusion, which significantly simplifies the structure of
he micro DMFC and minimizes the cost. The system is able
o deliver 92.5 mW at 41 ◦C, which corresponds to a voltage of
.22 V and a current of 370 mA. The maximum output power
ensity under ambient conditions is 13 mW cm−2, with a volt-
ge of 0.235 V and a current density of 54.4 mA cm−2, when the
oncentration of the methanol solution is 6 wt.%.

The performance of the micro DMFC under different oper-
ting parameters has been experimentally studied and the
ollowing conclusions can be drawn.

(i) A micro DMFC with a parallel flow-field at the anode and
a perforated flow-field at the cathode performs best.

(ii) The power output of the micro DMFC varies with methanol
concentration and there exists an optimum concentration
of 6 wt.% for maximum power output at ambient operating
temperature.

iii) The performance of the micro DMFC increases with tem-
perature.

Although great progress has been achieved, commercializa-
ion of the micro DMFC requires much further work such as
educing the methanol crossover, improving the chemical kinet-
cs, and recycling the water generated at the cathode.
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